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Abstract

In this review we present some of the fundamental mathematical structures which permit to
define noncommutative gauge field theories. In particular, we emphasize the theory of noncom-
mutative connections, with the notions of curvatures and gauge transformations. Two different
approaches to noncommutative geometry are covered: the one based on derivations and the one
based on spectral triples. Examples of noncommutative gauge field theories are given to illustrate
the constructions and to display some of the common features.
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1 Introduction

Local gauge symmetries are an essential ingredient of model building techniques in today high
energy physics. The gauge invariance principle determines in an economical way the structure of
the fundamental interactions modeled in the Standard Model of particle physics.

Yang-Mills theories have been recognized to be mathematically the theory of connections of
principal fiber bundles. This identification is part of the global understanding of the mathematical
structures used in the Standard Model of particles physics, like spinors and Dirac operators on the
matter side.

Since its emergence in the 80’s [12; 16; 19; 28; 30; 42; 54], noncommutative geometry has helped
to reveal deep mathematical relationships between ordinary geometry and other structures, among
them differential algebras and normed algebras. In particular, noncommutative geometry has shed
new lights on gauge theories. Indeed, a theory of connections can be defined in great generality
using the noncommutative language of associative algebra, modules and differential calculi.

Different approaches have been proposed to study noncommutative spaces. The theory of spec-
tral triples, developed by Connes, emphasizes the metric structure [13; 19; 42]. On the other hand,
many noncommutative spaces are studied through differential structures [21–23; 27; 28; 30; 63; 65].
However, all the noncommutative gauge field theories studied so far use the same building blocks,
even when there are defined through different approaches.

Moreover, many of these gauge theories, independently of their exact constitutive elements,
share some common or similar features. One of them is the origin of the gauge group. Another one,
and not the least, is the possibility to naturally produce Yang-Mills-Higgs Lagrangians.

In this review, we focus on the structures behind noncommutative gauge field theories: the
notion of connections, the identification of the gauge group and the definition of an invariant action.
Representative examples of different approaches are presented.

Before diving into the noncommutative world, it is worth recalling the main features of gauge
field theories and the main mathematical structures used to model them. See [68] for a historical
review.

A gauge interaction is an implementation of the principle that the theory should be invariant
under some local symmetry. In particle physics, these local symmetries take the form of functions
g : M → G on the space-time M with values in a structure group G. Electromagnetism is associated
to the group G = U(1), the electroweak theory by Glashow, Weinberg and Salam uses the group
G = U(1) × SU(2) and chromodynamics relies on G = SU(3) [69].

Asking for invariance under a global symmetry in a group G is done using some invariants in
the representation theory of (here mainly compact) groups. But the fulfillment of the local version
of the theory requires the introduction of some auxiliary vector fields: the gauge potentials Aµ.
Under a gauge transformation induced by g, these new fields take care in the Lagrangian for the
extra terms coming from the derivatives of the non constant group elements g. These gauge fields
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are put in the Lagrangian at very specific places through the so-called minimum coupling, which
consists to replace all the partial derivatives ∂µ by the covariant derivatives ∇µ = ∂µ + ieAµ.

From a mathematical point of view, the fields Aµ are the local descriptions of a global connection
1-form ω ∈ Ω1(P) ⊗ g on a principal fiber bundle P over M with structure group G, where g is the
Lie algebra of G. The gauge transformations have two identifications in this framework. The first
one consider them as passive transformations: they are the transformations between different local
descriptions Aµ of the global object ω. In this sense, gauge transformations are just a generalization
of some change of coordinates (the correct terminology is “change of trivializations” in this setting).
The second identification considers a gauge transformation as a vertical automorphism of P. Here,
the action of the gauge group is active in the sense that it moves the points of P and it also moves
the related structures, like the connection 1-form ω.

The covariant derivative ∇ can be looked at as the implementation of the connection 1-form as a
small (infinitesimal) displacement in some vector bundle E associated to P. On the space of sections
of E (matter fields), this covariant derivative is a globally defined first order differential operator.
The gauge group acts on this space of sections in the active way. This action is compatible with
the covariant derivative in the sense that the section ∇Ψ supports the same representation as the
section Ψ of E . Passive gauge transformations correspond to the relations between different local
descriptions of a section Ψ.

All these mathematical structures are now well understood and they give rise to the rich the-
ory of fiber bundles with connections [2; 52]. Noncommutative geometry being an extension of
differential geometry, it naturally generalizes this theory of fiber bundles and connections. What
is astonishing is that this generalization is very elegant, very powerful and very effective, not only
from a mathematical point of view, but also in its applications to physics.

2 Noncommutative structures

This section presents some of the fundamental noncommutative structures which help formulate
noncommutative gauge field theories. More details can be found in [13; 19; 28; 30; 42; 54; 62].

2.1 Noncommutative geometry in a nutshell

Noncommutative geometry is more a line of research than a theory. Schematically, noncommutative
geometry proceeds in three steps.

The first one is to study measurable, topological or geometric spaces not directly at the level of
points, but at the dual level of algebras of functions on these spaces. In a more abstract language,
we replace a category of spaces by a dual category of (commutative) algebras. This step relies
heavily on fundamental theorems which assure us that a convenient algebra of functions (with
extra structures) characterizes completely the kind of space we want to study [4; 6; 50; 76]. For
instance, the Gelfand-Naïmark theorem tells us that a unital commutative C∗-algebra is always
the commutative algebra of continuous functions on a compact topological space, equipped with
the sup norm. A similar result on measurable spaces tells us that these spaces can be studied as
commutative von Neumann algebras. Differentiable manifolds can be studied with the help of their
Fréchet algebras of smooth functions, but there is no theorem which characterizes differentiable
manifolds as commutative algebras in a good category.

The second step is to find a way to study and characterize some of the properties of the spaces
using only their associated commutative algebras of functions. Again, this step relies on deep
theorems in mathematics, for instance in K-theory [3; 47; 71; 78] and in cyclic homology [24; 56].
Notice that some of the constructions performed on spaces (quotient, fibrations, etc.) should also
be redefined in a more algebraic way. Concerning the theory of connections that we will consider
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here, the main theorem is the one by Serre and Swan [74; 75] which tells us how to identify in a
algebraic way a vector bundle on a topological (or smooth) compact manifold through its space of
sections. In the same way, connections themselves are completely rewritten in terms of algebras,
modules and differential calculi.

Finally, the last step is to revoke the assumption on the commutativity of the algebra. This
step relies on the fact that many of the tools and constructions used in step two make sense also
for noncommutative algebras. A “noncommutative space” is then a noncommutative algebra in a
precise category on which we can apply some machinery to study it as if it was the (commutative)
algebra of functions on an ordinary space.

Gauge field theories in noncommutative geometry use different kind of generalizations of mani-
folds so that the different approaches can look very different. But the heart of the theory is always
the same. In the following, we introduce the common structures which define noncommutative
connections.

2.2 Algebraic structures

We suppose the reader familiar with the notions of associative algebras and modules [48]. We denote
by 1l the unit in a unital associative algebra.

A graded algebra is a associative algebra A• =
⊕

n≥0 An such that apbq ∈ Ap+q for any ap ∈ Ap

and bq ∈ Aq. Notice then that A0 is an associative algebra and that the vector spaces Ap are
A0-bimodules. If A• is unital, then 1l ∈ A0 so that A0 is unital.

A graded commutative algebra is a graded algebra for which apbq = (−1)pqbqap. The algebra
A0 is then a commutative algebra, in the ordinary sense.

A graded differential algebra (A•, d) is a graded algebra A• equipped with a linear map of degree
+1, d : Ap → Ap+1, such that d(apbq) = (dap)bq + (−1)pap(dbq).

A differential calculus on an associative algebra A is a graded differential algebra (Ω•, d) such
that Ω0 = A. The space Ωp is called the space of noncommutative p-forms (or p-forms in short). It
is a A-bimodule.

If A has an involution a 7→ a›, we suppose that the graded algebra Ω• has also an involution,
which we also denote by ωp 7→ ω›

p and which satisfies (ωpηq)› = (−1)pqη›

q ω›

p for any ωp ∈ Ωp and
ηq ∈ Ωq. We suppose that the differential operator d is real for this involution: (dωp)› = d(ω›

p).
Let M be a smooth manifold, and let A = C∞(M) be the space of smooth functions on M.

Then the de Rham complex (Ω•(M), d) is a differential calculus on C∞(M).
There are many ways to define a differential calculus given an associative algebra. One of the

great deal of differentiable noncommutative geometry is to define a convenient differential calculus
on the algebra under study. Such a differential calculus has to be adapted to the structures and to
the tools used to study the corresponding noncommutative space.

For instance, the theory of quantum groups makes great use of this concept. In that framework,
the derivation rule for the differential is adapted to take into account the deformation parameter
which defines the quantum group (see [11; 51] and references therein).

One can associate to any unital associative algebra A a so-called universal differential calculus.
We denote it by (Ω•

U (A), dU ) (see for instance [29] for a concrete construction).
In short, it is defined as the free unital graded differential algebra generated by A in degree 0.

The unit in Ω•
U (A) is also a unit for Ω0

U (A) = A, so that it coincides with the unit 1l of A.
By construction, this differential calculus has an universal property formulated as follows. For

any unital differential calculus (Ω•, d) on A, there exists a unique morphism of unital differential
calculi φ : Ω•

U (A) → Ω• (of degree 0) such that φ(a) = a for any a ∈ A = Ω0
U (A) = Ω0. This

universal property permits to characterize all the differential calculi on A generated by A in degree
0 as quotients of the universal one. Indeed, if Ω• is generated by A then the universal map φ is
surjective and Ω• = Ω•

U (A)/ ker φ, where ker φ is a differential ideal in Ω•
U (A).
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An explicit construction of (Ω•
U (A), dU ) characterizes forms in Ωn

U (A) as finite sum of elements
of the form adU b1 · · · dU bn for a, b1, . . . , bn ∈ A. Here, the notation dU b is more or less formal,
except that we must take into account the important relation dU 1l = 0 which is a consequence
of the definition of the differential calculus: dU 1l = dU (1l1l) = (dU 1l)1l + 1l(dU 1l) = 2dU 1l implies
dU 1l = 0. In an abstract language, dU maps any element in A into its projection in the quotient
vector space A = A/(C1l). As vector spaces, one has Ωn

U (A) ≃ A ⊗ A
⊗n

.
Even if the associative algebra A is commutative, the graded algebra Ω•

U (A) is never graded
commutative.

If A is involutive, one can define on Ω•
U (A) an involution by

(adU b1 · · · dU bn)› = (−1)
n(n−1)

2 (dU b›

n) · · · (dU b›

1)a›.

This differential calculus is very useful in mathematics, where it appears in Hochschild and cyclic
homology [24; 56; 64].

Let us describe the universal differential calculus (Ω•
U (A), dU ) for a commutative algebra A of

functions on a space X. We do not require any condition on these functions, neither continuity nor
smoothness. Anyway, universal forms do not see any smooth structure. The cases when X is a
finite space is already very instructive to get a close understanding of the space of universal forms.

We first identify A⊗A with the space of functions on X ×X by (f ⊗g)(x1, x2) = f(x1)g(x2) for
any f, g ∈ A and x1, x2 ∈ X. This can be repeated to identify A ⊗ · · · ⊗ A = A⊗n with the space of
functions on X × · · · × X. Using this identification, we define a product A⊗(p+1) ⊗ A⊗(q+1) →
A⊗(p+q+1) by (fg)(x1, . . . , xp+q+1) = f(x1, . . . , xp+1)g(xp+1, . . . , xp+q+1). Now we can identify
Ωp

U (A) as a subspace of A⊗(p+1) of the elements f such that f(x1, . . . , xi−1, xi, xi, xi+1, . . . , xp) = 0
for any xk ∈ X. These functions vanish when they are evaluated on two consecutive same points.

The differential dU can be implemented on f ∈ Ωp
U (A) ⊂ A⊗(p+1) as

(dU f)(x1, . . . , xp+2) =
p+2∑

i=1

(−1)i+1f(x1, . . . , xi−1, xi+1, . . . , xp+2).

In particular, for f ∈ A = Ω0
U (A), one has (dU f)(x1, x2) = f(x2) − f(x1). Using ths universal

property of (Ω•
U (A), dU ), we see that this finite difference is the prototype of many differentials.

For instance, the de Rham differential is the infinitesimal version of this finite difference.
For X = {p}, one has A = C and the only non zero space of universal forms is Ω0

U (C) = C.

2.3 Noncommutative connections

The notion of noncommutative connections relies on the use of three ingredients:
1. An associative algebra A.
2. A differential calculus (Ω•, d) over A.
3. A right A-module M .
Given these data, a noncommutative connection on M is a linear map ∇̂ : M → M ⊗A Ω1 such

that ∇̂(ma) = (∇̂m)a + m ⊗ da for any m ∈ M and a ∈ A. This map can be extended into a map
∇̂ : M ⊗AΩp → M ⊗AΩp+1 for any p ≥ 0 using the derivation rule ∇̂(m⊗ωp) = (∇̂m)⊗ωp+m⊗dωp

for any ωp ∈ Ωp.
The curvature of ∇̂ is defined as R̂ = ∇̂2 = ∇̂ ◦ ∇̂ : M → M ⊗A Ω2. A straightforward

computation show that R̂(ma) = (R̂m)a thanks to the derivation rule defining ∇̂.
The space of noncommutative connections on M is an affine space modeled on the vector space

Hom
A(M , M ⊗A Ω1) of right A-modules morphisms.

Let A has an involution. Then a Hermitian structure on M is a R-bilinear map 〈−, −〉 :
M ⊗ M → A such that 〈ma, nb〉 = a›〈m, n〉b and 〈m, n〉› = 〈n, m〉 for any a, b ∈ A and m, n ∈ M .
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One can extend 〈−, −〉 to (M ⊗A Ωp) ⊗ (M ⊗A Ωq) → Ωp+q by 〈m ⊗ ωp, n ⊗ ηq〉 = ω›

p〈m, n〉ηq.

Then a noncommutative connection ∇̂ is said to be compatible with 〈−, −〉 if, for any m, n ∈ M ,

〈∇̂m, n〉 + 〈m, ∇̂n〉 = d〈m, n〉.

The gauge group G of M is defined as the group of automorphism of M as a right A-module:
Φ ∈ G satisfies Φ(ma) = Φ(m)a for any m ∈ M and a ∈ A. A gauge transformation Φ can be
extended to a right Ω•-module automorphism on M ⊗A Ω• by Φ(m ⊗ ω) = Φ(m) ⊗ ω. The action
of the gauge group on the space of noncommutative connections on M is defined as ∇̂ 7→ ∇̂Φ =
Φ−1 ◦ ∇̂ ◦ Φ.

A gauge transformation Φ is said to be compatible with (or preserve) a Hermitian structure
〈−, −〉 on M if 〈Φ(m), Φ(n)〉 = 〈m, n〉 for any m, n ∈ M . We denote by U(G) the subgroup of G of
the gauge transformations which preserve 〈−, −〉.

Once a noncommutative connection is given by the preceding procedure, a gauge theory is
defined with the help of a Lagrangian density and a convenient integration. This last step depends
heavily on the concrete situation, as will be seen in the next two sections.

2.4 Examples

As a first example, let us show how the ordinary theory of connections fits into this framework.
Let us consider a compact smooth manifold M. The ordinary theory of connection is defined

on vector bundles over M. Let E be such a complex finite rank vector bundle, equipped with a
Hermitian metric h. We denote by Γ(E) the space of smooth sections of E .

An ordinary connection ∇ on E associates (in a linear way) to any vector field X ∈ Γ(TM) on
M a linear map ∇X : Γ(E) → Γ(E) such that ∇X(fs) = (X·f)s + f∇Xs and ∇fXs = f∇Xs for
any f ∈ C∞(M) and s ∈ Γ(E).

In the spirit of noncommutative geometry, we consider the commutative algebra A = C∞(M) of
smooth functions on M and the module M = Γ(E) of smooth sections of E . The natural differential
calculus to consider here is the de Rham differential calculus (Ω•(M), d) on M, for which one has,
as expected, Ω0(M) = C∞(M) = A. Then M ⊗A Ω•(M) = Ω•(M, E) is the space of de Rham
forms on M with values in the vector bundle E . It is well-known that the connection ∇ can be
extended as a map ∇ : Ωp(M, E) → Ωp+1(M, E) such that ∇(ωpηq) = (∇ωp)ηq + (−1)pωpdηq for
any ωp ∈ Ωp(M, E) and ηq ∈ Ωq(M). The curvature is just R = ∇2 : Ωp(M, E) → Ωp+2(M, E).

A connection ∇ on E is then a noncommutative connection for the algebra C∞(M), the differ-
ential calculus (Ω•(M), d), and the module Γ(E).

Let us consider now the general case of an unital associative algebra A with a differential calculus
(Ω•, d). Let us describe noncommutative connections for different modules.

First, let us consider the right A-module M = A. In that case, M ⊗A Ω• = Ω•. A noncom-
mutative connection ∇̂ on A is completely given by the 1-form ∇̂1l = ω ∈ Ω1: ∇̂a = ∇̂(1la) =
(∇̂1l)a + 1l ⊗ da = ωa + 1l ⊗ da for any a ∈ A. ω is called the connection 1-form of ∇̂. The curvature
of this connection is the left multiplication by the 2-form Ω = dω + ωω ∈ Ω2. A element Φ in the
gauge group is completely given by its value on 1l, which we denote by Φ(1l) = g ∈ A. This is an
invertible element in A. It acts on the right module A by multiplication on the left: Φ(a) = ga.
The connection 1-form associated to ∇̂Φ is given by ωg = g−1ωg + g−1dg, which is the usual gauge
transformation relation on the space of connection 1-forms on a principal fiber bundle. The cur-
vature of ωg is given by g−1(dω + ωω)g = g−1Ωg, so that the curvature 2-form has homogeneous
transformation rules.

When A is involutive, the module A has a canonical Hermitian stucture given by 〈a, b〉 = a›b.
The associated gauge subgroup is given by U(A) = {u ∈ A / u›u = uu› = 1l}, the group of unitary
elements in A.
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As a second special case of right A-modules, let us consider the free right A-module AN for
an integer N > 0. We denote by ei = (0, . . . , 1l, . . . , 0), for i = 1, . . . , N , a canonical basis of this
right module. It is convenient to look at m = eia

i ∈ M as a column vector for the ai’s, so that we
can use matrix notations. One has the natural identification AN ⊗A Ω• = (Ω•)N . The differential
d extends to a map d : AN → (Ω1)N . A noncommutative connection on AN is completely given
by a N × N matrix of 1-forms ω = (ωj

i )i,j ∈ MN (Ω1) defined by ∇̂ei = ej ⊗ ωj
i . Then one has

∇̂(eia
i) = ej ⊗ ωj

i ai + ei ⊗ dai, which can be written in matrix notations as ∇̂m = dm + ωm. The
curvature is the multiplication on the left on AN by the matrix of 2-forms Ω = dω + ωω ∈ MN (Ω2).
The gauge group identifies with GLN (A) which acts on AN by matrix multiplication (on the left).
The action of g ∈ GLN (A) on the connection and on the curvature is given by ωg = g−1ωg + g−1dg
and Ωg = g−1Ωg.

When A is involutive, the module AN has a canonical Hermitian stucture given by 〈(ai), (bj)〉 =∑N
i=1(ai)›bi and the corresponding gauge subgroup is UN (A) = {u ∈ MN (A) / u›u = uu› = 1lN },

the group of unitary elements of MN (A).
From the Serre-Swan theorem [74; 75], it is well-known that a vector bundle E on a smooth

manifold M is completely characterized by its space of smooth sections Γ(E) as a projective finitely
generated right module over the commutative algebra C∞(M). The natural generalization of a
vector bundle in noncommutative geometry is then to take a projective finitely generated right
A-module.

Let M = pAN be a projective finitely generated right A-module defined by a projection p ∈
MN (A) for some N > 0. One can extend p to a map (Ω•)N → (Ω•)N which acts on the left by
matrix multiplication and M ⊗A Ω• = p(Ω•)N . If ∇̂0 is a noncommutative connection on the right
module AN , then m 7→ p◦∇̂0m is a noncommutative connection on M , where m ∈ M is considered
as an element in AN . In particular, ∇̂0m = dm is a natural connection on AN which defines the
connection ∇̂m = p ◦ dm on M . This connection depends only on the projection p. The curvature
of this connection is the left multiplication on M = pAN ⊂ AN by the matrix of 2-forms pdpdp.

This construction shows that the space of noncommutative connections on a projective finitely
generated right A-module is never empty. This is why we often assume to be in that situation to
make sure we do not study an empty space. But as shown in the following situation, there are other
situations where this space is clearly non empty.

For the last case we would like to describe, we suppose that the differential calculus has the
following property: there exists a 1-form ξ ∈ Ω1 such that da = [ξ, a] for any a ∈ A. Notice that
we do not require this relation to hold in higher degrees in Ω•. Then for any right A-module M ,
the map M ∋ m 7→ ∇̂−ξm = −m ⊗ ξ is a noncommutative connection on M . Indeed, one has
∇̂−ξ(ma) = −ma ⊗ ξ = −m ⊗ aξ = m ⊗ [ξ, a] + m ⊗ ξa = (∇̂−ξm)a + m ⊗ da for any m ∈ M and
a ∈ A. The curvature of this canonical connection is R̂m = m ⊗ [d(−ξ) + (−ξ)(−ξ)] and using the
defining property of ξ, one can show that [d(−ξ) + (−ξ)(−ξ), a] = 0 for any a ∈ A.

Let us restrict our analysis to the right A-module M = A. In that case, one has ∇̂−ξa = −aξ for
any a ∈ A. The connection 1-form associated to this noncommutative connection is ∇̂−ξ1l = −ξ. Let
g ∈ A be an invertible element, considered as a element of the gauge group. Then its action on this
connection is given by (−ξ)g = −g−1ξg + g−1dg = −g−1ξg + g−1[ξ, g] = −ξ so that the connection
∇̂−ξ is gauge invariant. Notice that the fact that the curvature 2-form Ω = d(−ξ) + (−ξ)(−ξ) is
gauge invariant is already known by the fact that Ω commutes with A.

This example is far from being academic: there are many examples of differential calculi satis-
fying this requirement. In that case, it is not necessary to demand that the module be projective
and finitely generated to get a non empty space of noncommutative connections. Moreover, for
the case M = A, this space of connections has an important point which is invariant by gauge
transformations. This situation can only be encountered in noncommutative geometry, because in
ordinary geometry any 1-form commutes with the elements of the algebra.
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3 Derivation-based noncommutative geometry

The derivation-based noncommutative geometry was initiated in [27]. It has been exposed and
studied for various algebras, for instance in [7; 32–37; 59–61]. See [30; 63; 65] for reviews.

3.1 Derivation-based differential calculus

Let A be an associative algebra with unit 1l. We denote by Z(A) = {a ∈ A / ab = ba, ∀b ∈ A} the
center of A. The differential calculus we are interested in is constructed on the space of derivations
of A, defined as

Der(A) = {X : A → A / X linear,X·(ab) = (X·a)b + a(X·b), ∀a, b ∈ A}.

This vector space is a Lie algebra for the bracket [X,Y]a = XYa −YXa for all X,Y ∈ Der(A), and
it is a Z(A)-module for the product (fX)·a = f(X·a) for all f ∈ Z(A) and X ∈ Der(A).

The subspace Int(A) = {ada : b 7→ [a, b] / a ∈ A} ⊂ Der(A) is called the vector space of inner
derivations. It is a Lie ideal and a Z(A)-submodule. We can define Out(A) = Der(A)/Int(A) and
we have the short exact sequence of Lie algebras and Z(A)-modules

0 //Int(A) //Der(A) //Out(A) //0 .

Out(A) is called the space of outer derivations of A. If A is commutative, there are no inner
derivations, so that the space of outer derivations is the space of all derivations.

In case A has an involution, a derivation X ∈ Der(A) is called real if (Xa)› = Xa› for any a ∈ A.
We denote by DerR(A) the space of real derivations.

We denote by Ωn
Der(A) the vector space of Z(A)-multilinear antisymmetric maps from Der(A)n

to A, with Ω0
Der(A) = A, and we define the total space

Ω•
Der(A) =

⊕

n≥0

Ωn
Der(A).

The space Ω•
Der(A) gets a structure of N-graded differential algebra for the product

(ωη)(X1, . . . ,Xp+q) =
1

p!q!

∑

σ∈Sp+q

(−1)sign(σ)ω(Xσ(1), . . . ,Xσ(p))η(Xσ(p+1), . . . ,Xσ(p+q))

for any Xi ∈ Der(A). We define the differential d̂ by the so-called Koszul formula

d̂ω(X1, . . . ,Xn+1) =
n+1∑

i=1

(−1)i+1Xi·ω(X1, . . .
i
∨. . . . ,Xn+1)

+
∑

1≤i<j≤n+1

(−1)i+jω([Xi,Xj ], . . .
i
∨. . . .

j
∨. . . . ,Xn+1).

This formula is the one used to define the differential in complex spaces associated to Lie algebras.
Inside the differential calculus (Ω•

Der(A), d̂) lies a smaller one, defined as the sub differential
graded algebra generated in degree 0 by A. We denote it by Ω•

Der(A) ⊂ Ω•
Der(A). By definition,

every element in Ωn
Der(A) is a sum of terms of the form a0d̂a1 · · · d̂an for a0, . . . , an ∈ A. We will

refer to Ω•
Der(A) as the maximal differential calculus and to Ω•

Der(A) as the minimal one.
Because the minimal differential calculus is generated by A, it is a quotient of the universal

differential calculus, while the maximal differential calculus can contain elements which are not in
this quotient.
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The previous construction is motivated and inspired by the following situation. The algebra
A = C∞(M) of smooth functions on a smooth compact manifold M is commutative, so that
Z(A) = C∞(M). It is well-known that Der(A) = Γ(TM) is the Lie algebra of vector fields
on M. Because the algebra is commutative, Int(A) = 0, so that Out(A) = Γ(TM). The two
graded differential algebras coincide with the graded differential algebra of de Rham forms on M:
Ω•

Der(A) = Ω•
Der(A) = Ω•(M).

3.2 Noncommutative connections

As we will see, noncommutative connections constructed with the derivation-based differential cal-
culus look very much like ordinary connections.

Let M be a right A-module. Explicitly, a noncommutative connection on M for the differential
calculus based on derivations is a linear map ∇̂X : M → M , defined for any X ∈ Der(A), such that
for all X,Y ∈ Der(A), a ∈ A, m ∈ M , and f ∈ Z(A) one has:

∇̂X(ma) = (∇̂Xm)a + m(X·a), ∇̂fXm = f∇̂Xm, ∇̂X+Ym = ∇̂Xm + ∇̂Ym.

The curvature of ∇̂ identifies with the right A-module morphism R̂(X,Y) : M → M defined for
any X,Y ∈ Der(A) by R̂(X,Y)m = [∇̂X, ∇̂Y]m − ∇̂[X,Y]m.

As in ordinary geometry, it is possible to interpret the curvature as an obstruction on ∇̂ to
be a morphism of Lie algebras between Der(A) and the space of (differential) operators on M .
Notice that in ordinary geometry, we cannot make the distinction between the respective roles of
the algebra and its center. Here it is essential to do a clear distinction between the two algebras,
because Der(A) is only a module over the center.

3.3 The algebra A = Mn(C)

Let us consider the case of the finite dimensional algebra A = Mn(C) = Mn of n × n complex
matrices. Its derivation-based differential calculus has been described in details in [27; 36; 59; 63].

The center of A is Z(Mn) = C. It is well-known that the matrix algebra has only inner
derivations, and we have the identification Der(Mn) = Int(Mn) ≃ sln = sln(C) where sln(C) is
the n2 − 1-dimensional Lie algebra of traceless complex n × n matrices. The explicit isomorphism
associates to any γ ∈ sln the derivation adγ : a 7→ [γ, a]. Because Der(A) = Int(A), one has
Out(Mn) = 0: this is the opposite situation to the one encountered for commutative algebras.

For the involution given by adjointness, the space of real derivations is DerR(Mn) = su(n), the
Lie algebra of traceless Hermitian matrices. The identification is given explicitly by γ 7→ adiγ for
any γ ∈ su(n). An explicit decription of the associated derivation-based differential calculus shows
that

Ω•
Der(Mn) = Ω•

Der(Mn) ≃ Mn ⊗
∧•sl∗n,

with a differential, denoted by d′ in the following, which identifies with the differential of the
Chevalley-Eilenberg complex of the Lie algebra sln represented on Mn by the adjoint representation
(commutator) [8; 64; 79]. In particular, the maximal and minimal differential calculi coincide, and
we will use the notation Ω•

Der(Mn) to designate it.
The canonical noncommutative 1-form iθ ∈ Ω1

Der(Mn) defined, for any γ ∈ Mn(C), by

iθ(adγ) = γ − 1
n

Tr(γ)1l,

makes the explicit isomorphism Int(Mn)
≃
−→ sln. Moreover, it satisfies d′a = [iθ, a] ∈ Ω1

Der(Mn) for
any a ∈ Mn. This relation is no more true in higher degrees. The differential of iθ is non zero,
and one has d′(iθ) − (iθ)2 = 0, which makes iθ looks very much like the Maurer-Cartan form in the
geometry of Lie groups (here SLn(C)).
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In order to perform explicit computations, it is convenient to introduce a particular basis on
this algebra. We denote by {Ek}k=1,...,n2−1 a basis of sln of traceless Hermitian matrices. These
elements define a basis for the Lie algebra Der(Mn) ≃ sln through the n2 − 1 (real) derivations
∂k = adiEk

. Adjoining the unit 1l to the Ek’s, one gets a basis for Mn. Obviously, the unit does
not give rise to a derivation. We denote by Cm

kℓ the real structure constants of sln in this basis:
[Ek, Eℓ] = −iCm

kℓEm, so that [∂k, ∂ℓ] = Cm
kℓ∂m.

We introduce the dual basis {θℓ} in sl∗n by θℓ(∂k) = δℓ
k. This basis generates a basis for the

exterior algebra
∧•sl∗n, where by definition one has θℓθk = −θkθℓ.

Any noncommutative p-form ii explicitly decomposed as a sum of terms of the form a⊗θk1 · · · θkp

for k1 < · · · < kp and for a = akEk+a01l ∈ Mn. Using the derivation rule of d′, an explicit description
of the differential d′ is given once we know it on the generators in degrees 0 and 1, for which one
has d′1l = 0, d′Ek = −Cm

kℓEm ⊗ θℓ, and d′θk = −1
2Ck

ℓmθℓθm.
The noncommutative 1-form iθ can be written as iθ = iEk ⊗ θk ∈ Mn ⊗

∧1sl∗n. This relation is
obviously independent of the chosen basis.

For any γ, η ∈ sln ≃ Der(Mn), let us define g(γ, η) = 1
n

Tr(γη), which induces a natural non
degenerated scalar product on Der(Mn). Consider now the symmetric matrix gkℓ = 1

n
Tr(EkEℓ).

These coefficients plays the role of a metric on the noncommutative space Mn, to which one can

associate a Hodge star operation as follows. This is a map ⋆ : Ωp
Der(Mn) → Ωn2−1−p

Der (Mn) defined
by

⋆(a ⊗ θk1 · · · θkp) =
1

(n2 − 1 − p)!

√
|g|gk1ℓ1 · · · gkpℓpǫℓ1...ℓ

n2
−1

a ⊗ θℓp+1 · · · θℓ
n2

−1

where |g| is the determinant of the matrix (gkℓ) and ǫℓ1...ℓ
n2

−1
is the completely antisymmetric

tensor.
There is a natural integration on the space of forms of maximal degree. Every differential

(n2 −1)-form ω ∈ Ωn2−1
Der (Mn) can be written uniquely as ω = a

√
|g|θ1 · · · θn2−1, where a ∈ Mn. The

quantity
√

|g|θ1 · · · θn2−1 depends only on the choice of an orientation on the basis {θk} which we fix
once and for all. Then the coefficient a does not depend of the basis. We define the noncommutative
integration of a noncommutative form ω as a map

∫

n.c.
: Ω•

Der(Mn) → C,

given by
∫

n.c. ω = 1
n

Tr(a) when ω ∈ Ωn2−1
Der (Mn) is written as above, and 0 otherwise. This integra-

tion satisfies the closure relation ∫

n.c.
d′ω = 0.

As a first example of noncommutative gauge theory in this context, let us consider the simple
case of the right A-module M = A. As we will see, this situation is not trivial.

The 1-form iθ satisfies the requirement of the last example presented in 2.4. We then associate
to it the canonical noncommutative connection given by ∇̂−iθ

X a = −aiθ(X) = X·a − iθ(X)a = −aγ
for any a ∈ A and any X = adγ ∈ Der(Mn) (with Tr γ = 0).

This noncommutative connection is gauge invariant and its curvature is zero because it coincides
with the multiplication by the 2-form d(−iθ) + (−iθ)(−iθ) = 0. It is a particular and preferred
element in the affine space of noncommutative connection along which one can decompose any
noncommutative connection as

∇̂Xa = ∇̂−iθ
X a + A(X)a = (A − iθ)(X)a,

for a noncommutative 1-form A = Ak ⊗ θk ∈ Ω1
Der(Mn). Such a connection is compatible with the

natural Hermitian structure 〈a, b〉 = a›b on the module A if and only if A(X)› = −A(X) for any
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real derivation X. The ∂k’s being real, this is equivalent to Ak to be a anti-Hermitian matrix, which
we assume in the following.

Under a gauge transformation g ∈ U(n) compatible with the Hermitian structure, one has
Ak 7→ g−1Akg: the inhomogeneous term has been absorbed by −iθ.

A straightforward computation shows that the curvature of ∇̂ is the multiplication on the left
by the 2-form

F = 1
2([Ak, Aℓ] − Cm

kℓAm) ⊗ θkθℓ.

The matrices Fkℓ = [Ak, Aℓ] − Cm
kℓAm are anti-Hermitian.

The natural action functional for this connection is

S[A] =
1

2

∫

n.c.
F › ⋆F = − 1

8n
Tr
(
FkℓF

kℓ
)

where F › is the involution applied to the anti-Hermitian 2-form F . One has S[A] ≥ 0 and the
minimum is obtained in two situations: ∇̂ is a pure gauge connection or ∇̂ = ∇̂−iθ is the canonical
gauge invariant connection.

This gauge theory can be generalized using a right A-module of the form M = Mr,n, the
vector space of r ×n complex matrices with the obvious right Mn-module structure and the natural
Hermitian structure given by 〈m1, m2〉 = m∗

1m2 ∈ Mn.
The noncommutative connection ∇̂−iθ

X m = −miθ(X) is well defined, it is compatible with the
Hermitian structure and its curvature is zero. We can use it to decompose any noncommutative
connection as ∇̂Xm = ∇̂−iθ

X m + A(X)m for A = Ak ⊗ θk with Ak ∈ Mr. The curvature of ∇̂ is the
multiplication on the left by the Mr-valued noncommutative 2-form F = 1

2([Ak, Aℓ]−Cm
kℓAm)⊗θkθℓ.

This curvature vanishes if and only if A : sln → Mr is a representation of the Lie algebra sln. Two flat
connections are in the same gauge orbit if and only if the corresponding Lie algebra representations
are equivalent. For more details, we refer to [36].

3.4 The algebra A = C
∞(M) ⊗ Mn(C)

This noncommutative geometry is interesting because it mixes an ordinary geometry with the purely
algebraic structure studied in the previous example. The algebra we consider is the space of smooth
applications from a m-dimensional compact smooth manifold M into the matrix algebra Mn. The
algebra identifies with the tensor product A = C∞(M) ⊗ Mn(C). The derivation-based differential
calculus of this algebra was first considered in [37], to which we refer for further details.

The center of this algebra is the purely geometric part Z(A) = C∞(M), where we identify a
function f ∈ C∞(M) with the application f1ln, where 1ln is the identity matrix in Mn.

The space of derivations can be decomposed into two parts as Der(A) = [Der(C∞(M)) ⊗ 1ln] ⊕
[C∞(M) ⊗ Der(Mn)] = Γ(TM) ⊕ [C∞(M) ⊗ sln]. Using the notation X = X ⊕ γ ∈ Der(A), with
X ∈ Γ(TM) and γ : M → sln, the Lie structure is given by [X,Y] = [X, Y ] ⊕ (X·η − Y ·γ + [γ, η])
for Y = Y ⊕ η ∈ Der(A) where X·η is the action of X as a vector field on the map η.

We denote by A0 = C∞(M)⊗sln the Lie algebra of traceless elements in A for the commutator
of matrices. Then A0 = Int(A). We can identify Out(A) = Γ(M).

The maximal and minimal differential calculi coincide and, using the decomposition of Der(A),
they can be identified with the tensor product of the de Rham differential calculus on M with the
differential calculus on the matrix algebra:

Ω•
Der(A) = Ω•

Der(A) = Ω•(M) ⊗ Ω•
Der(Mn).

The differential is the sum d̂ = d + d′, where d is the de Rham differential and d′ is the differential
introduced in the previous example.
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The noncommutative 1-form iθ defined by iθ(X ⊕ γ) = γ gives explicitly the split of the short
exact sequence of Lie algebras and C∞(M)-modules given by the quotient of Der(A) by Int(A):

0 //A0
//Der(A) //

iθ
vv

Γ(M) //0 . (3.1)

The noncommutative integration defined on Ω•
Der(Mn) in the previous example extends to a

well-defined map of differential complexes
∫

n.c.
: Ω•

Der(A) → Ω•−(n2−1)(M),

∫

n.c.
d̂ω = d

∫

n.c.
ω.

Using a metric h on M and the metric gkℓ = 1
n

Tr(EkEℓ) on the matrix part, one can define a
metric on Der(A) by ĝ(X +adγ , Y +adη) = h(X, Y )+ 1

µ2 g(γη) where µ is a positive constant which
measures the relative “weight” of the two “spaces”. In physical natural units, it has the dimension
of a mass.

This metric defines a Hodge star operator ⋆ : Ωp
Der(A) → Ωm+n2−1−p

Der (A) which can be obtained
either by a direct construction performed in a basis of Der(A) using the metric ĝ, either by the
composition of the two Hodge star operations associated to h and g respectively on the first and
second factor of Ω•(M) ⊗ Ω•

Der(Mn). A scalar product can then be defined on Ω•
Der(A) by

(ω, η) =

∫

M

∫

n.c.
ω› ⋆η,

where ω 7→ ω› is the natural involution induced on noncommutative forms by the involution on Mn.
Let us describe the gauge theory associated to the right A-module M = A. For the algebra

Mn, the noncommutative 1-form −iθ defines a canonical noncommutative connection by the relation
∇̂−iθ

X a = X·a − iθ(X)a for any a ∈ A. In the present situation, we can use again this connection as
a particular (and canonical) one.

For any a ∈ A and X = X ⊕ γ ∈ Der(A), this connection takes the explicit form ∇̂−iθ
X a =

X·a − aγ. Its curvature is zero. But this connection is no more gauge invariant, and the connection
1-form associated to the transformed connection (∇̂−iθ)g by g ∈ C∞(M) ⊗ GLn(C) is given by
X 7→ −iθ(X) + g−1(X·g) = −γ + g−1(X·g).

Let ∇̂ be a noncommutative connection on A, written as ∇̂Xa = X·a + ω(X)a where ω = ∇̂1l
is its associated connection 1-form. We can also decompose ∇̂ as ∇̂Xa = ∇̂−iθ

X a + A(X)a where
A ∈ Ω1

Der(A) is related to ω by A = ω + iθ. Let us decompose A as A(X ⊕ γ) = a(X) + b(γ) for
a = aµdxµ ∈ Mn ⊗ Ω1(M) and b = bkθk ∈ C∞(M) ⊗ Mn ⊗

∧1sl∗n.
The compatibility of ∇̂ with the natural Hermitian structure on the right module A implies

that A takes its values in anti-Hermitian matrices, which we suppose in the following.
Under a gauge transformation g : M → U(n) compatible with the Hermitian structure, one has

aµ 7→ g−1aµg + g−1∂µg, bk 7→ g−1bg.

The curvature of ∇̂ is then the noncommutative 2-form

F = 1
2(∂µaν − ∂νaµ + [aµ, aν ])dxµdxν + (∂µbk + [aµ, bk])dxµθk + 1

2([bk, bℓ] − Cm
kℓbm)θkθℓ.

Using the metric on Der(A) (where h is taken to be euclidean), the associated Hodge star
operation on forms, and the scalar product on forms, one can define the following action functional
associated to the connection ∇̂:

S[A] = −
1

4n

∫
dx Tr

{∑

µ,ν

(∂µaν − ∂νaµ + [aµ, aν ])2

−
µ2

2n

∑

µ,k

(∂µbk + [aµ, bk])2 −
µ4

4n

∑

k,ℓ

([bk, bℓ] − Cm
kℓbm)2

}
.
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The integrand is zero on two gauge orbits. The first one corresponds to a = g−1dg and bk = 0. It
is the gauge orbit of ∇̂ = ∇̂−iθ. The second one corresponds to aµ = g−1dg and bk = ig−1Ekg. It
is the gauge orbit of ∇̂Xa = X·a (ω = 0).

The configurations with bk = iEk describe connections where the aµ have a mass term coming
from the second term of this Lagrangian. This is a Higgs-like mechanism where the scalar fields are
the bk fields, coupled to the U(n)-Yang-Mills fields aµ through a covariant derivative in the adjoint
representation. These fields are not introduced by hand in the Lagrangian: they are part of the
noncommutative connection along the purely algebraic directions. This Yang-Mills-Higgs model is
very constrained and does not allow for any arbitrariness.

As for the matrix algebra, one can consider a higher rank right A-module of the form M =
C∞(M) ⊗ Mr,n. Then, performing a similar analysis, one gets the following main features of
the associated gauge field theory: there are non trivial flat connections and they are classified by
inequivalent representations of sln in Mr [37].

The algebra A = C∞(M) ⊗ Mn(C) admits a natural generalization in terms of fiber bundle
theory. Let P be a SU(n)-principal fiber bundle and let E be the associated vector bundle for
the fundamental representation of SU(n) on C

n. Denote by A the associative algebra of smooth
sections of the vector bundle E ⊗ E∗, whose fiber is Mn(C). This is the algebra of endormorphisms
of E . The particular trivial situation P = M × SU(n) gives rise to A = C∞(M) ⊗ Mn(C) while a
more general situation can take into account the non triviality of P.

The derivation-based noncommutative geometry of this algebra has been studied in [32; 61; 66],
see [63] for a review. The main difference between the general case and the trivial situation lies
in the short exact sequence of Lie algebras and C∞(M)-modules (3.1) which splits in the trivial
case but does not split for non trivial fiber bundles. A splitting ∇ : Γ(TM) → A of this short
exact sequence as C∞(M)-modules is given by an ordinary connection on P (∇ is the associated
covariant derivative on E ⊗ E∗). Concerning gauge field theories, many of the features shown before
for the trivial situation remain valid, modulo that they have to be adapted to a non trivial global
topology.

The main advantage of this noncommutative geometry is that it permits to embed the space of
ordinary connections on P into the space of noncommutative connections on A. In this embedding,
the corresponding notions of curvatures and of gauge transformations are in correspondance. We
refer to [63] for more details.

3.5 The Moyal algebra

Field theories on the Moyal algebra have been extensively studied since the discovery of a modified
φ4 theory which is renormalizable to all orders [45; 46], see [70; 77] for reviews. The Moyal algebra
gives rise to gauge field theories as well, whose content depends explicitly on the choice of the
differential calculus [7].

Let us recall the definition of the Moyal algebra, restricted here to the 2-dimensional case. This
is a deformation of the algebra of smooth functions on the plane R

2. Different Moyal algebras can
be defined [39–41]. We will choose here the one commonly used in noncommutative field theories,
often called the “Moyal multiplier algebras”.

Let S(R2) be the space of complex-valued Schwartz functions on the plane R
2, and let S ′(R2) be

the space of associated tempered distributions. Let Θ = θ
(

0 −1
1 0

)
be an antisymmetric matrix, with

θ ∈ R, θ 6= 0, the deformation parameter. The Moyal-Groenenwald product S(R2)×S(R2) → S(R2)
is defined by the integral formula

(f˙g)(x) =
1

(πθ)2

∫
d2yd2z f(x + y)g(x + z)e−i2yΘ−1z.
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This product is extended to give a left and a right module structures on S ′(R2) by the relations

S(R2) × S ′(R2) → S ′(R2) S ′(R2) × S(R2) → S ′(R2)

〈f˙T, g〉 = 〈T, g˙f〉 〈T ˙f, g〉 = 〈T, f˙g〉

where 〈T, f〉 is the coupling between S ′(R2) and S(R2). The smoothening property of the Moyal
product ensures that f˙T and T ˙f are smooth functions. We then define the left and right
multiplier spaces by L = {T ∈ S ′(R2) / f˙T ∈ S(R2), ∀f ∈ S(R2)} and R = {T ∈ S ′(R2) / T ˙f ∈
S(R2), ∀f ∈ S(R2)}.

The Moyal algebra is defined by AΘ = L ∩ R. This algebra contains S(R2) as an ideal, and it
contains also the polynomials functions on R

2. For the particular coordinate polynomials xµ one has
[xµ, xν ]˙ = iΘµν , which is often taken as the heuristic starting point to define the Moyal algebra.

The center of AΘ is Z(AΘ) = C and all the derivations are inner: Der(AΘ) = Int(AΘ). For
instance, the usual partial derivative on functions is a derivation on AΘ and it can be written as
∂µa = [−iΘ−1

µν xν , a]˙ for any a ∈ AΘ.
The Lie algebra of derivations of AΘ is an infinite dimensional vector space. Using this full

space of derivations to construct gauge field theories would lead to gauge potentials with an infinite
number of field components. This is why we will introduce a differential calculus based on a finite
dimensional Lie sub algebra of Der(AΘ). But then the choice is not canonical, and it leads to
different gauge field theories.

An implicit natural choice has been made in the literature [25; 26; 43; 44; 77]: it consists to
consider the 2-dimensional Lie algebra with basis {∂µ}µ=1,2. Then, they are two gauge potentials
{Aµ}µ=1,2, defined by ∇̂∂µ

1l = Aµ, where, for simplicity, we consider only the case of the right
AΘ-module AΘ itself.

A second choice has been studied in [7] (see [65] for a review and a more complete discussion).
It consists to consider the 5-dimensional Lie subalgebra isp(2,R)C (complexified Lie algebra of the
inhomogeneous symplectic Lie algebra on R

2), which, acting on the Moyal algebra, is the space of
inner derivations coming from polynomial functions of degree less than or equal to 2.

isp(2,R)C is the maximal Lie subalgebra of derivations of AΘ which are also derivations of the
ordinary (commutative) algebra generated by S(R2) and polynomial functions. As a consequence,
the directions defined by these derivations have clear geometrical interpretations: the two derivations
∂µ, µ = 1, 2, are associated to ordinary translations, and they will be called “spatial” directions,
while the three others are associated to symplectic rotations (for the symplectic 2-form Θ). See [7]
for the explicit construction.

We will denote by (Ω•
isp(AΘ), d) the derivation-based differential calculus constructed on this Lie

subalgebra. We summarize here the results obtained in [7] about gauge field theories constructed
with these structures.

There is a canonical noncommutative 1-form η ∈ Ω1
isp(AΘ) such that da = [η, a]. It is defined

by η(adP ) = P0 where, for any polynomial function P of degree less than or equal to 2, P0 is the
polynomial function P from which we remove the constant part, which is in the center of AΘ. Thus
η(∂µ) = −iΘ−1

µν xν for the spatial directions.

This noncommutative 1-form defines a canonical noncommutative connection: ∇̂Xa = −aη(X)
for any a ∈ AΘ and any X ∈ isp(2,R)C. It curvature is R̂(X,Y)a = a (η([X,Y]) − [η(X), η(Y)]).
We saw in 2.4 that the 2-form (X,Y) 7→ Ω(X,Y) = η([X,Y]) − [η(X), η(Y)] is necessary in the
center of AΘ, so that it takes its values in C. In an explicit basis of isp(2,R)C, Ω(X,Y) is non zero
only in the spatial directions, where it takes values proportional to Θ−1

µν . Contrary to the canonical
noncommutative 1-form iθ ∈ Ω1

Der(Mn) introduced in 3.3, η cannot be defined to be a morphism of
Lie algebras, and the curvature Ω measures this failure.

In 3.4 we saw that the purely noncommutative directions (the directions along sln) of the gauge
potentials can be interpreted as Higgs fields. This relied heavily on the fact that the canonical
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connection defined by iθ is of zero curvature. The present situation is quite similar. The curvature
is zero in the directions of the symplectic rotations, and it is shown in [7] that the gauge potentials
in these directions can indeed been interpreted as Higgs fields. Comparing the two situations, one
is tempted to interpret the symplectic rotations as “inner” symmetries and the spatial directions as
“outer” ones. But keep in mind that all derivations are inner in the algebraic sense.

4 Spectral triples

Gauge theories based on spectral triples use a different approach to the one exposed in the previous
section, in particular concerning the origin of the gauge transformations. Nevertheless, differential
calculus and module structures play an essential role. For some reviews of this approach, see for
instance [13; 20; 72; 73].

4.1 The axioms

A spectral triple is nowadays more than a triple, but it is based on three essential components which
correspond indirectly to the ones introduced to define a noncommutative connection.

A triple spectral (A, H, D) is given by a unital C∗-algebra A, a faithful involutive representation
π : A → B(H) on a Hibert space H and an unbounded self-adjoint operator D on H, called a Dirac
operator, such that:

• the set A = {a ∈ A / [D, π(a)] is bounded} is norm densed in A;
• (1 + D2)−1 has compact resolvent.
The representation makes H into a left A-module. The Dirac operator D is used to defined a

differential structure. The sub algebra A identifies with the “smooth functions” on the (noncom-
mutative) space and the differential of a ∈ A is more or less da = [D, a] (more on this latter). This
is just an heuristic formula: the commutator with D cannot be used to define a true differential.

The decreasing rate of the eigenvalues of |D|−1 defines an integer n associated to the spectral
triple, which is called its dimension.

The Dirac operator gives also a geometric structure to the spectral triple, in the sense of a way
to measure “lengths” (between states). This is out of the scope of this review to further develop
this side of the theory (see [13] for further details).

A spectral triple is said to be even when n is even and when there exists an operator γ : H → H
such that γ› = γ, Dγ + γD = 0, γπ(a) − π(a)γ = 0, and γ2 = 1, for any a ∈ A. The operator γ is
called a chirality.

A spectral triple is said to be real when there exists an antiunitary operator J : H → H such
that [Jπ(a)J−1, π(b)] = 0, J2 = ǫ, JD = ǫ′DJ and Jγ = ǫ′′γJ for any a, b ∈ A. The coefficients ǫ, ǫ′,
and ǫ′′ take their values in the following table, which depends on the dimension n of the spectral
triple:

n mod 8 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

ǫ 1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 1 1
ǫ′ 1 −1 1 1 1 −1 1 1
ǫ′′ 1 −1 1 −1

The map a 7→ Jπ(a)›J−1 ∈ B(H) is an involutive representation of A, and by definition it
commutes with the representation π. This induces a structure of bimodule on H which plays an
essential role in the following. We denote it by (a, b) 7→ π(a)Jπ(b)›J−1Ψ ≃ π(a)Ψπ(b) for any
Ψ ∈ H. Notice that the presence of J in this formula implies the use of π(b)› instead of π(b). The
operator D is required to be a first order differential operator for this bimodule structure [31], which
means concretely that

[
[D, π(a)], Jπ(b)J−1

]
= 0 for any a, b ∈ A.
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This restricted list of axioms for a spectral triple is sufficient to understand the principles of the
gauge theories constructed in the following.

As an example, let us consider the commutative prototype of a spectral triple. Let M be
a smooth compact Riemannian spin manifold of dimension m. The algebra is A = C(M), the
commutative algebra of continuous functions on M. The Hilbert space is H = L2(/S), where /S is
a spin bundle given by the spin structure on M. The Dirac operator D = /∂ is a Dirac operator
on /S associated to the Levi-Civita connection. For this spectral triple, the dimension is m and the
sub algebra A is C∞(M). If m is even, then the chirality is given by γM = −γ1γ2 · · · γm with γµ

the Dirac gamma matrices satisfying {γµ, γν} = 2gµν . Finally, the charge conjugation defines a real
structure JM on this spectral triple.

A spectral triple can be identified with an unbounded Fredholm module, and it always defines
a class in K-homology. For spaces with involution, the correct version of K-homology is KR-
homology, and its dual is KR-theory, which is the K-theory of real vector bundles in the sense of
“spaces with involution” [1]. A real spectral triple defines a class in KR-homology. The table of
the coefficients ǫ, ǫ′ and ǫ′′ can be read from the (commutative) examples of real spectral triples
defined by spin manifolds, where the 8-periodicity of Clifford algebras is manifest. See [14; 67] for
more details.

4.2 Gauge transformations and inner fluctuations

Two spectral triples (A, H, D) and (A′, H′, D′) are said to be unitary equivalent if there exists a
unitary operator U : H → H′ and an algebra isomorphism φ : A → A′ such that π′ ◦ φ = UπU−1,
D′ = UDU−1, J ′ = UJU−1, and γ′ = UγU−1, when the operators J , J ′, γ and γ′ exist.

A symmetry of a spectral triple is a unitary equivalence between two spectral triples such that
H′ = H, A′ = A, and π′ = π, so that U : H → H and φ ∈ Aut(A). By definition, a symmetry
acts only on D, J and γ. Among these symmetries, we are only considering the automorphisms φ
which are A-inner. This means that there is a unitary u ∈ U(A) such that φu(a) = uau›. This
unitary in A is sufficient to reconstruct all the symmetry, because then the unitary U is given by
U = π(u)Jπ(u)J−1 : H → H. From the point of view of the bimodule structure on H, U is the
conjugation with π(u) since π(u)Jπ(u)J−1Ψ ≃ π(u)Ψπ(u)›. A straightforward computation shows
that this inner symmetry leaves J and γ invariant. But the operator D is modified, and one gets

Du = D + π(u)[D, π(u)›] + ǫ′J (π(u)[D, π(u)›]) J−1.

Interpreting a commutator with D as a differential, this expression tells us that D is modified by
the addition of two inhomogeneous terms of the form “udu−1”. Together, these two inhomogeneous
terms produce a commutator or an anticommutator, depending on the sign of ǫ′.

Inner symmetries of a spectral triple defines the gauge transformations in this setting. This is
quite different to the general theory presented in 2.3 and the examples exposed in Section 3. But
we will see in a moment that in fact the two approaches can be reconciled.

In order to compensate for the inhomogeneous terms, we can use the same trick as in ordinary
gauge field theory: add to the first order differential operator D a gauge potential.

In order to do that, we need to define the correct notion of noncommutative connections. The
differential calculus is taken to be the universal differential calculus (Ω•

U (A), dU ) and the right A-
module is A. A noncommutative connection is then defined by a 1-form ω =

∑
i aidU bi (finite sum).

Elements in the vector spaces Ωn
U (A) can be represented as bounded operators on H:

πD

(
∑

i

aidU b1
i · · · dU bn

i

)
=
∑

i

π(ai)[D, π(b1
i )] · · · [D, π(bn

i )].
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The map πD is not a representation of the graded algebra Ω•
U (A), and dU is not represented by the

commutator [D, −] as a differential. Notice that πD can also be used to represent n-forms on the
left module structure of H by the map

∑
i aidU b1

i · · · dU bn
i 7→ JπD

(∑
i aidU b1

i · · · dU bn
i

)
J−1.

Using the bimodule structure on H, one has the natural isomorphism H ≃ A ⊗A H ⊗A A, which
identifies Ψ ∈ H with 1l ⊗ Ψ ⊗ 1l. Given a noncommutative connection ∇̂ : A → Ω1

U (A), with
ω = ∇̂1l, we define the operator Dω on H as:

Dω(Ψ) = πD(ω)Ψ ⊗ 1l + 1l ⊗ DΨ ⊗ 1l + ǫ′1l ⊗ ΨπD(ω)›,

for any Ψ ∈ H. This operator can be written as Dω = D + πD(ω) + ǫ′JπD(ω)J−1.
There are now two ways to implement gauge transformations. The first one consists to look

at it as an inner symmetry of the spectral triple. A direct computation shows that such an inner
symmetry changes Dω into

(Dω)u = D + π(u)πD(ω)π(u)› + π(u)[D, π(u)›] + ǫ′Jπ(u)πD(ω)π(u)›J−1 + ǫ′Jπ(u)[D, π(u)›]J−1.

The second way to implement a gauge transformation is to consider it as a gauge transformation
on the right A-module A by a 7→ ua, as in 2.3. This gauge transformation induces a gauge
transformation on the bimodule A⊗A H⊗A A, which is explicitly given by 1l⊗Ψ⊗1l 7→ u⊗Ψ⊗u› =
uΨu› = π(u)Jπ(u)J−1Ψ. The gauge transformation on ∇̂ induces ω 7→ ωu = uωu› + udU u›, which
in turn induces Dω 7→ Dωu with

Dωu = D + πD(uωu› + udU u›) + ǫ′JπD(uωu› + udU u›)J−1.

This is exactly (Dω)u. The two implementations of gauge transformations coincide.
It can be proved that if (A, H, D) is a spectral triple, then (A, H, Dω) is also a spectral triple.

The replacement of the Dirac operator D by Dω is called an inner fluctuation in the space of Dirac
operators associated to the couple (A, H). Some of the invariants defined by a spectral triple, for
instance its class in K-homology, does not depend on these inner fluctuations.

In the case of a spectral triple associated to a spin geometry, an inner fluctuation looks very
much like the twist of the Dirac operator by a connection defined on a vector bundle E . This
procedure consists to replace /S by /S ⊗ E and to define a new Dirac operator on this tensor product
using a connection on E .

4.3 An elementary and instructive example

Let us now consider the simple example of the algebra A = C ⊕ C. This example has been used as
a toy model for the Standard Model of particle physics [17; 18], because it reveals a possible origin
for the Higgs mechanism. Notice that this explanation for the Higgs mechanism is very similar to
the one encountered in 3.3.

The algebra A = C ⊕ C is commutative, and as such we can identify it with the space of
(continuous, smooth) functions on a 2 points space M = {p1, p2}. To any function f ∈ C(M) we
associate f(p1) ⊕ f(p2) ∈ A. This identification is useful because the universal differential calculus
of a commutative algebra of functions is easy to describe, as seen in 2.2.

Here we have Ω0
U (C ⊕ C) = C ⊕ C. A 1-form f0dU f1 ∈ A⊗2 defines only 2 complex numbers

f0(p1)[f1(p2) − f1(p1)] = r1 and f0(p2)[f1(p1) − f1(p2)] = r2, so that Ω1
U (C ⊕ C) ≃ C ⊕ C. In the

same way, a 2-form takes only 2 complex values, at (p1, p2, p1, p2) and (p2, p1, p2, p1).
The involution applied to the 1-form ω = (r1, r2) gives ω› = (−r2, −r1). A connection 1-

form ω = (r1, r2) on the right module A is compatible with the canonical Hermitian structure
〈(z1, z2), (z′

1, z′
2)〉 = (z1z′

1, z2z′
2) if and only if r1 = r2. So that a Hermitian connection is parama-

trized by ω = (r, r). A straightforward computation of the curvature Ω = dU ω+ω2 of this connection
leads to Ω(p1, p2, p1) = Ω(p2, p1, p2) = r + r + rr. With φ = r + 1, one has r + r + rr = φφ − 1.
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Consider now the spectral triple defined by the Hilbert space H = C
N ⊕ C

N and the repre-
sentation π(z1, z2)(Ψ1, Ψ2) = (z1Ψ1, z2Ψ2) for any (Ψ1, Ψ2) ∈ H. The Dirac operator is given by
D =

(
0 M›

M 0

)
, with M ∈ MN (C). This spectral triple is even with chirality γ =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
. The repre-

sentation of a 1-form ω = (r1, r2) on H is given by πD(ω) =
(

0 r1M›

r2M 0

)
and the representation of

the curvature 2-form on H is given by

πD(ω) = (φφ − 1)

(
M›M 0

0 MM›

)
.

Then a natural Lagrangian for the dynamic of the gauge field is to consider the action

S[ω] = Tr(πD(ω)2) = 2(φφ − 1)2 Tr
(
(M›M)2

)
.

The fermionic part of the Lagrangian can be written as S[Ψ, ω] = 〈Ψ, DωΨ〉H. The action S[ω] is
zero for φφ = 1, so that all the (non trivial) connections of the form ω = (eiθ − 1, e−iθ − 1) minimize
the action. When looking at the fermionic part, these configurations contribute to mass terms for
Ψ ∈ H. This is a Higgs mechanism, for which the scalar fields come from the connection.

4.4 The Standard Model by Chamseddinne-Connes-Marcolli

It is impossible to summarize in a few lines the construction of the noncommutative version of
the Standard Model of particles based on the spectral triple approach. We will limit ourselves to
describe the steps which allow to formalize it. The last version of this model is given in [10]. It is
inspired by ideas exposed in [9; 15]. Reviews and comments can be found in [20; 49; 73]. Previous
versions of this models are described in [13; 17; 18; 58].

Three mains steps are necessary to construct this model.
The first one concerns the general structure of the spectral triple. In its simplest form, gauge

symmetries can be considered as symmetries implemented by functions on a space-time M with val-
ues in a structure group G. In the spectral triple approach to gauge field theories, gauge symmetries
are the inner automorphisms of an associative algebra.

So far, following these constrains, in all the proposed models, the algebra is taken to be C∞(M)⊗
AF , where AF is a finite dimensional algebra. This looks very much like the example presented in
3.4, because any finite dimensional algebra is necessary a finite sum of matrix algebras.

To construct a spectral triple for such an algebra is facilitated by the following trick. Let
(A1, H1, D1) and (A2, H2, D2, ) be two even and real spectral triples, with chiralities γ1 and γ2 and
realities J1 and J2. Then one can construct the even and real product spectral triple (A, H, D) with

A = A1 ⊗ A2, H = H1 ⊗ H2, D = D1 ⊗ 1 + γ1 ⊗ D2, γ = γ1 ⊗ γ2, J = J1 ⊗ J2.

The representation is π(a1 ⊗ a2)(Ψ1 ⊗ Ψ2) = π1(a1)Ψ1 ⊗ π2(a2)Ψ2. The spectral triple of the
Standard Model is constructed as the product of a commutative spectral triple (C∞(M), L2(/S), /∂)
with a “finite spectral triple” (AF , HF , DF ). This defines what is called an almost commutative
manifold.

The second step is to define a way to construct an action principle from a spectral triple. In
4.3, the action is defined as the trace of the square of the operator representing the curvature in
the Hilbert space. A more subtle approach has been proposed in [9]. It is based on the spectral
properties of the Dirac operator:

S[D] = Tr χ(D2/Λ),

where Tr is the trace on operators on H, χ is a positive and even smooth function R → R, and Λ
is a real (energy) cutoff which helps to make this trace well-behaved. For asymptotically large Λ,
this action can be evaluated using heat kernel expansion.
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This action has been evaluated for almost commutative geometries, and it gives rise to an action
which contains at the same time the Einstein-Hilbert action and a Yang-Mills-Higgs action [9]. The
coupling with fermions is taken to be 〈Ψ, DΨ〉H as before.

Finally, the last step is to find the correct finite spectral triple (AF , HF , DF ) in order to get
close to the phenomenology of the usual Standard Model of particles physics. The algebra is the
real algebra AF = C⊕H⊕ M3(C). The Hilbert space for one family of particles (and antiparticles)
is HF = M4(C) ⊕ M4(C) ≃ C

32. The full Hilbert space is H3
F for the 3 families. The representation

of AF on HF is given by left multiplication through the identification AF ⊂ M4(C) ⊕ M4(C):

C ⊕ H ⊕ M3(C) ∋ λ ⊕ q ⊕ m 7→

((
λ 0
0 λ

)
0

0 q

)
⊕

(
λ 0
0 m

)
.

The Dirac operator DF is determined in terms of 3 × 3 Yukawa mixing matrices on H3
F . Left and

right particles are in the respective +1 and −1 eigenspaces of the grading γF . Finally, the reality
operator JF maps Ψ1 ⊕ Ψ2 to Ψ›

2 ⊕ Ψ›

1.
As mentioned before, the spectral triple of the Standard Model is the product of a purely

geometric spectral triple with this finite spectral triple. Inner fluctuations then give

Dω = /∂ + iγµAµ + γ5DF + γ5Φ,

where the Aµ’s contain all the U(1)×SU(2)×SU(3) gauge fields, and Φ is a doublet of scalar fields,
which plays the role of Higgs fields. We refer to the references cited in the text for further details
and comments.

As discuted at the end of 3.4, almost commutative geometries correspond to trivial fiber bundles.
In [5], spectral triples for non trivial situations are studied.

5 Conclusions

As presented in this review, noncommutative gauge field theories are multiform. For reasons of
space, many examples were voluntarily omitted, for instance on the so famous noncommutative
torus [53]. But the constructions of these theories rely on the ideas summarized here, and all their
features are more or less similar to the one presented here.

Gauge field theories play an essential role in today physics. Unfortunately, some problems
they generate need further investigations, particularly concerning quantization (gauge fixing, BRS
symmetries) and the adjonction of scalar fields to implement a Higgs mechanism. We saw how the
second problem gets an elegant solution in the framework of noncommutative gauge field theories.
As a “proof of concept”, the Standard Model of particle physics can be written in this language.

As seen in this review, the mathematical structure which permits to construct a good gauge
field theory is based on some elementary ingredients:

• A general structure which encodes the (local) symmetries: in ordinary geometry, this is the
principal fiber bundle, in noncommutative geometry, this is the associative algebra.

• A correct theory of representations of these symmetries in which to place matter fields: in or-
dinary geometry, this is the theory of associated vector bundles, in noncommutative geometry,
this is the module structures.

• A differential structure to encode the differential aspect of the theory (covariant derivatives,
connections 1-forms. . . ): in ordinary geometry, the de Rham calculus (with values in a Lie
algebra) is used, in noncommutative geometry, the main concept is a differential calculus in
general, but implemented in possibly different ways.

Ordinary geometry and noncommutative geometry are not the only theories with these character-
istics. For instance, the theory of transitive Lie algebroids [57] leads also to a natural and to a rich
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theory of connections which share a lot in common with some of the theories of connections defined
in noncommutative geometry [38; 55].

We hope that these new mathematical horizons will stimulate new ideas in the phenomenology
of particle physics. Because these theories go beyond the so powerful theory of group representations
used until now, we can expect that some of the challenging problems “beyond the Standard Model”
will finally find a satisfactory solution in these richer structures.
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